
Teacher(s):  Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. DeBLanc                
Subject/Grade: 7th /Grade Math                    
Week of February 26, 2024
Domains: Statistics & Probability                     
Lesson Plan Title: The Population verses Random Samples 

MATHEMATICS - Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards for 7th Grade 
7.SP.1 Understand that statistics can be used to gain information about a population by examining a sample of the 
population; generalizations about a population from a sample are valid only if the sample is representative of 
that population. Understand that random sampling tends to produce representative samples and support valid 
inferences.
7.SP.2 Use data from a random sample to draw inferences about a population with an unknown characteristic of 
interest. Generate multiple samples (or simulated samples) of the same size to gauge the variation in estimates or 
predictions. For example, estimate the mean word length in a book by randomly sampling words from the book; 
predict the winner of a school election based on randomly sampled survey data. Gauge how far off the estimate 
or prediction might be.
7.SP.3 Informally assess the degree of visual overlap of two numerical data distributions with similar variabilities, 
measuring the difference between the centers by expressing it as a multiple of a measure of variability. For example, the 
mean height of players on the basketball team is 10 cm greater than the mean height of players on the soccer team, about 
twice the variability on either team; on a dot plot, the separation between the two distributions of heights is noticeable.
7.SP.4 Use measures of center and measures of variability (i.e. inter-quartile range) for numerical data from random 
samples to draw informal comparative inferences about two populations. For example, decide whether the words in a 
chapter of a seventh-grade science book are generally longer than the words in a chapter of a fourth-grade science book.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How can I use 
data from random samples to gauge the 
variation in estimates and predictions?
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Date Focus Question Objective I will…

2/26
M

How will I use samples to gain 
information about a population?(7.SP.1)

TSWBAT distinguish an accurate 
statistical question that will result in 
variable data from a question that 
will not by providing examples during 
a class discussion  and completing 
practice problems from Lesson 22  
workbook.

-Provide examples of statistical and 
non-statistical  questions.
-Explain the difference between bias 
and representative samples.
-Describe how a population and its 
representative sample is alike and 
different.

2/27
T

1) How do I distinguish between a 
populations and a sample of 
populations?
2) How will I use a sample to make 
conclusions about a population.

TSWBAT identify populations & 
samples of populations, and use a 
sample to make conclusions about a 
population by passing the assigned 
iReady lesson titled “Understand 
Random Sampling. “

-Identify populations and samples of 
populations.
-Use a sample to make conclusions 
about a population.

2/28
W

How will I analyze and correct a 
graded assessment to fine-tune my 
mathematical skills?

TSWBAT use the UNRAVEL strategy to 
solve assessment real-world problems  
in order to clear up any 
misconceptions.

-Use the UNRAVEL strategy to solve 
challenging problems.
-Rework the most missed problems.
-Develop an understanding of why 
mistakes were made on the MPT 3.5.

2/29
TH

How will I use proportional 
reasoning to make inferences 
about a population from a single 
sample?

TSWBAT use iReady to enrich and 
remediate 7th grade math standards 
by passing all lessons assigned by the 
teacher.

Use proportional reasoning to make 
inferences about a population from a 
single sample

3/1
F

Compare two populations using measures 
of center and measures of variability for 
their random samples.

Informally assess the degree of visual 
overlap of two numerical data 
distributions with similar variabilities.

Calculate and use a multiple of a measure 
of variability to describe the difference 
between two populations.

TSWBAT use iReady to enrich and 
remediate 7th grade math standards 
by passing all lessons assigned by the 
teacher.

Compare two populations using 
measures of center and measures of 
variability for their random samples.

Informally assess the degree of visual 
overlap of two numerical data 
distributions with similar variabilities.

Calculate and use a multiple of a 
measure of variability to describe the 
difference between two populations.



February 26, 2024 (Monday)BELL RINGER
5 minutes + 2 minute Review



ANTICIPATORY SET



Hook

How vowels are in our state’s 
name? 



Hook

What is your favorite dessert?  



Hook

Who was the 
first president 
of the United 
States?  



Hook

How do you 
spend your 
time away 
from school?



Hook

Australia is wider than the 
moon. True or False? 



Hook

What is your favorite holiday?



Hook

Did you notice a difference 
between these 6 questions I just 
asked you?



Domain: Statistics & Probability

I will… 
❏ Provide examples of statistical and non-statistical  questions.
❏ Explain the difference between bias and representative samples.
❏ Describe how a population and its representative sample is alike 

and different.

Essential Question: How can I use data from random 
samples to gauge the variation in estimates and 
predictions?

Lesson Goals

Focus Question: How will I use samples to gain 
information about a population?



Importance/Relevance

Random sampling is a part of the 
sampling technique in which each 
sample has an equal probability of 
being chosen. 



Real-World Connection



Teacher Input

biased verses unbiased



biased sample verses representative sample



Teacher Input
Lesson 22: Understand 

Random Samples
Page 469



Page 469Teacher Input



Page 469Teacher Input



Teacher Input

NOT IN YOUR BOOK!



Teacher Input

NOT IN YOUR BOOK!



Teacher Input Page 471



Page 471



Page 472



Page 475



Page 475



Page 476



Page 476



Review

representative sample



EXIT TICKET
3 minutes 



February 27, 2024 (Tuesday)
Directions: 
● Login to iready (Math).
● Choose the lesson titled, 

“Understand Random 
Sampling” and PASS!

● Complete another lesson ON 
YOUR PATH.

● Get 45 minutes MINIMUM!

Please do not disturb the 
teacher unless it is an 
emergency.
(GRADING IN PROGRESS)



February 28, 2024 (Wednesday)BELL RINGER
5 minutes + 2 minute Review



REVIEW MPT 3.5























Remediation & Enrichment

Monday Wednesday

B25
Activity: TTW incorporate questions that increase in 
difficulty or are repetitive to ensure understanding.
Teachers: Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. DeBlanc

Activity: TTW pull individual students & ask guided 
questions about the assigned workbook pages for the 
day. (What is this problem about? What are you 
trying to find out? What information is important?)
Teacher: Ms. DeBlanc

Bubbles Activity: TTW TW incorporate questions that 
increase in difficulty or are repetitive to ensure 
understanding. Students will be asked to 
paraphrase parts of the math textbook.

Teachers: Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. DeBlanc

Activity: TTW pull individual students frequently 
scoring below 50% on MPTS.  Ask guided questions 
about the assigned workbook pages for the day. 
(What is this problem about? What are you trying to 
find out? What information is important?)
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. DeBlanc

T25 Activity: TTW incorporate questions that increase in 
difficulty and require creativity within their 
answers. Students will be asked to recreate similar 
questions like the ones in the workbook.

Teachers: Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. DeBlanc

Activity: While the teacher is pulling individual 
students frequently scoring below 50% on MPTs,  use 
them to explain concepts in a different way when 
needed. 
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale 

44



MPT 3.5 Student Results
1st Period 3rd Period 4th Period 5th Period 7th Period

Rubies 
0 - 40%

Amethyst
41 -60% 

Emeralds 
61-70%

Sapphires 
71-100%



Mrs. Breazeale will be off campus on 
February 29th & March 1st. 



February 29, 2024 (Thursday)

Directions: 
● Login to iready (Math).
● Choose the lesson titled, “Making 

Inferences about Populations Using 
Samples” and PASS!

● Complete any past due lessons.



March 1, 2024 (Friday)

Directions: 
● Login to iready (Math).
● Choose the lesson titled, “Compare 

Populations” and PASS!
● Choose the lesson titled, “Medians 

& Quartiles” and PASS!



REMEDIATION
Random Samples



Teacher Input

Lesson 26(Ready-MS): Understand Random Samples
Pages 248-249



Teacher Input
Page 248



Teacher InputPage 248



Page 249



Teacher Input Page 249



Teacher Input Page 249



PAGE 250



PAGE 250



PAGE 251



PAGE 251


